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Abstract. This study summarises the research efforts undertaken to 
establish how variable stiffness of shaft steelwork should affect the 
amplitudes of horizontal displacements of selected components of a 
conveyance (skip head and skip bottom frame). Most studies investigating 
the dynamic behaviour of conveyances travelling in the shaft rely on a 
simplifying assumption whereby the shaft steelwork stiffness is taken to be 
constant, despite its cyclic variations. This simplification vastly facilitates 
further dynamic analyses, yet it is necessary to establish which  parameters 
of the shaft steelwork behaviour should be affected, in the context of 
stiffness in the guiding systems. With regard to parameters of typical hoist 
installations currently operated in Polish collieries, the study demonstrates 
that the approach whereby the variable shaft steelwork  and its impacts on 
amplitudes of horizontal displacements of selected components of a 
conveyance (skip head or bottom frame)  should be omitted in the analysis 
of the hoist dynamics is fully justified and merited  in practical 
applications. 

1 Introduction  
The dynamic behaviour of a conveyance was analysed under the normal operating 

conditions (conveyance ride at the fixed velocity V=const) basing on the assumption that 
horizontal displacements of the lumped masses in the hoist model are attributable to 
random misalignments and irregularities of the guide strings. Finally, the spectral densities 
of displacements of the selected mass components were obtained [1].  

The formulas derived accordingly and their graphical interpretation [2, 3]  should enable 
the selection of the system’s parameters such that displacements of the selected points in 
the model should not exceed the critical levels specified in relevant mining regulations [4].  

The dynamic analysis will yield the variance of interaction forces between a conveyance 
and shaft steelwork, which is requisite for effective control of the conveyance’s profile in 
the context of its endurance parameters. In order that the results could be reliably used in 
practical applications, the Author undertook to validate the simplifying assumptions 
discussed in [1, 2, 3]. The underlying assumption in the dynamic analysis summarized in 
[1, 2, 3] is the linear dependence of the damping factor (2h) and stiffness (k) of the guiding 
system (roller guides-shaft steelwork), see Fig 1. The guiding system comprises roller 
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guides which, during the conveyance ride, slide on the series- connected guiding rails 
(beams arranged vertically and supported on buntons (horizontal beams fixed to the shaft 
steelwork). When the horizontal displacements of a conveyance are insignificant, the 
elasticity and damping factors are taken to be linear. However, when the guide rails-bunton 
connections are sufficiently rigid, the guide string can be treated as a beam on elastic 
supports, its span length lo equal to the distance between buntons. The tenable  assumption 
is  [5] that elasticity of the shaft steelwork (buntons plus the guide rails) should be governed 
by the formula: 

  kz=
kd+kp

2
-

kd-kp

2
cos ωt   (1) 

where:  
kz- equivalent elasticity factor of the shaft steelwork 
kd- equivalent elasticity factor of shaft steelwork at the point the guide rail is fixed to the 
bunton; 
kp-equivalent elasticity factor of the shaft steelwork at mid-span between two buntons; 
ω - frequency 

 

 
Fig 1. Schematic diagram of the hoist installation. 

The assumption whereby the elasticity factor of the shaft steelwork is taken to be 
constant irrespective of periodic variations (1) simplifies further analysis yet it is necessary 
to establish to which  parameters of the shaft steelwork behaviour it should be applicable in 
the context of rigidity in the guiding systems.  

The impacts of varying shaft steelwork elasticity/stiffness on stability of vibrations in 
the conveyance-shaft steelwork system were investigated in the work [6]. This study 
summarises the Author’s efforts to determine how variable stiffness of the shaft steelwork 
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should affect the amplitude of horizontal displacements of selected components of the 
conveyance (for example roller guides).  

2 Analysis of dynamic behaviour of the conveyance [1, 2, 3] 
In order to establish how variable stiffness of the shaft steelwork should affect the 

amplitudes of horizontal displacements of conveyance components during its ride in the 
shaft, the Author recalls the results of dynamic analyses summarised in the works [1, 2, 3]. 

The conveyance is represented by a triple mass model (Fig. 2) whose dynamic motion 
equations are based on an assumption that horizontal displacements of the modelled lumped 
masses are induced by random irregularities and misalignments of guide strings (indicated 
as x1(t) and x1(t+) in Fig. 2).  

 
 Fig 2. Mechanical model of a hoist installation. 

Underlying the  equations of motion of the system are the Lagrange equations of the second 
type. Accordingly, we get [1, 2, 3]: 

 

    mb2
2+J

I2 ẍA+ mb1b2-J
I2 ẍ+kg xA-xg +2hg ẋA-ẋg =0    (2) 

  mb1
2+J

I2 ẍB+ mb1b2-J
I2 ẍ+kd xB-xd +2hd ẋB-ẋd =0  (3) 

  mgẍg+2k xg-x1(t) -kg xA-xg -2hg ẋA-ẋg +2h ẋg-ẋ1(t) =0        (4) 

  mdẍd- kd xB-xd +2k xd-x1(t+τ) -2hd ẋB-ẋd +2h ẋd-ẋ1(t+τ) =0               (5) 
where: 
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xA=x+b1, xB=x+b2,  
- angle of skip hopper rotation around its centre of gravity (c.o.g) 
x- horizontal displacement of a hopper mass 
m- mass of a  skip hopper plus the payload 
J- inertia moment of a  skip hopper with payload 
mg- mass of the skip head 
md- mass of the bottom frame 
2h, k- (linear ) damping and elasticity factors of in the guiding system (roller guides- shaft 
steelwork)  
2hg, kg- damping and elasticity factors of (lateral) flexible connector between the head and 
hopper 
2hd, kd- damping and elasticity factors of (lateral) flexible connectors between the bottom 
frame and skip hopper 
xg, xd,- horizontal displacements of the face of the skip head and bottom frame, respectively 
x1(t), x1(t+)- function defining the imperfections of cage guides’ front surfaces 
- time of conveyance ride along the path equal to the distance between the front shoes (on 
the  head and the bottom frame ) 
b1,b2- distance between the hopper c.o.g and front shoes on the top and at the bottom, 
respectively 
l- distance between top and bottom shoes 

Recalling the work of Kawulok [2], it is assumed that irregularities of the guide string 
x1(t) and x1(t+) can be treated  as a random stochastic process, its spectral density 
expressed as: 
    Sx=

2Dx1α

α2+ω2  [m
2s]   (6) 

where:  Dx1 , α- respective parameters. 
Basing on the results of dynamic analysis, the variance of amplitude of the  

conveyance-shaft steelwork interaction forces can be derived accordingly [5, 6, 7]. In order 
that the results could be utilised in practical applications, the Author resolved to validate the 
simplifying assumptions discussed in [5, 6, 7]. In this study the Author focused on 
establishing the impact of variable shaft steelwork stiffness on amplitudes of horizontal 
displacements of selected components of the conveyance. 

3 Induced parametric vibrations 
The system of equations (2)-(5) is recalled to evaluate the impacts of variable stiffness 

of the shaft steelwork (Eq. 1) on amplitude of horizontal displacements of the conveyance 
during its ride at fixed velocity V0=const. The term expressing the constant elasticity of the 
guiding system k in the system of equations (2)-(5) is replaced by the parameter kc 
(expressing the sum total of the shaft steelwork elasticity kz and that of the roller guide kk).  

In this study the evaluation procedure is limited to a specific case whereby the 
condition J=mb1b2  is satisfied and hence the system of equations (2)-(5) could be 
uncoupled yielding two independent systems of equations (2)-(3) and (4)-(5). 

Accordingly, the system of equations (2)-(3)  is rewritten as: 
 

 
mAẍA+kg xA-xg +2hg ẋA-ẋg =0

mgẍg+2kc xg-x1(t) -kg xA-xg -2hg ẋA-ẋg +2h[ẋg-ẋ1(t)]=0
           (7) 

where 

mA= J+mb2
2

l2
, 
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kc- total elasticity factor of the whole system comprising the roller guides and shaft 
steelwork. 

The total elasticity factor of the whole system comprising the roller guides and shaft 
steelwork (for the guiding elements connected in series) becomes: 

 kc=
E·C(1-D

C cos ωt)

(E+C)(1- D
E+C cos ωt)

,    (8) 

where 
kd+kp

2
=C; 

kd-kp

2
=D; kk=E - elasticity factor of the roller guide. 

 
After respective substitutions we get: 
 
kp= E·C

E+C
; Ɛ1= D

E·C
; Ɛ2= D

E+C
, 

 
finally, (8) becomes: 
 kc=kp

1- Ɛ1cos ωt
1- Ɛ2cos ωt

,   (9) 
The values of Ɛ1, Ɛ2 are much less than one, accordingly,  the formula (9) can be rewritten 
as: 
  kp

1- Ɛ1cos ωt
1- Ɛ2cos ωt

≈kp(1+Ɛ cos ωt)   (10) 
where: 
Ɛ=Ɛ2-Ɛ1 or  Ɛ= D

C
- D

E+C
= ED

C(E+C)
. 

Finally, (9a) becomes: 
 kc=kp(1+Ɛ cos 2π V0

l0
t)   (11) 

where: 
V0 [m/s]-steady -state velocity of the conveyance travel; 
l0 [m]- distance between bunton; 

The underlying assumption is that vibrations of the modelled system governed by the 
equation (7) have been induced by kinematic displacement inputs 
x1(t)=B·f(t),  
where: 
f(t)=f0+f2 cos (2π V0

l0
t)  

Substituting (11) into the system of equations (7) yields: 
 

mAẍA+kg xA-xg +2hg ẋA-ẋg =0

mgẍg+2kp 1+Ɛ cos 2π V0
l0

t xg-2kp 1+Ɛcos 2π V0
l0

t -2hp 1+εcos2π V0
l0

t +x1(t)+

-kg xA-xg -2hg ẋA-ẋg +2hẋg+2h dx1
dt	

=0

  (12) 

In terms of dimensionless parameters, τ = p10t in the system of equations (12), where p10 is 
the natural vibration frequency of the mass mA (for mg=0). Substituting: 
 
       XA(t)=u(τ),  (13) 

Xg(t)=υ(τ) , 
X1(t)=ω(τ)=B[f0+f2 cos (2π V0

l0
· τ

p10
)], 

rearranging and  dividing the first equation in the system of equations (12) by mAp10
2	and 

the second equation by mgp10
2 , we obtain: 
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  푢̈+
2hg

mAp10
푢̇+

kg

mAp10
2 u-

2hg

mAp10
푣̇-

kg

mAp10
2 v=0  (14) 

 

푣̈+
2(h+hg)
mg·p10

v̇+ 2kp 1+Ɛ cos 2π
V0

l0

τ
p10

+kg ·
1

mgp10
2 υ-

2hg

mgp10
푢̇-

kg

mgp10
u+

2hg

mAp10
∙ 

∙ B·f2·2π
V0

l0

1
p10

sin 2π
V0

l0
·

τ
p10

-2kp 1+Ɛ cos 2π
V0

l0
t B[f0+f2 cos (2π

V0

l0
·

τ
p10

)]·
1

mgp10
2 =0 

 
After respective substitutions 

n1= mA
mg

;  n2= h
mg·p10

;  n3=
kp

kg
;  n4=2π· υ0

l0
· 1

p10
;  p10=

kg

mA
, 

hg

h
≪0, hg+h≅h  and  hg=0 

We get 
ü+u-υ=0 

푣̈+2n2v+n1[1+2n3(1+Ɛ cos n4τ)]v-n1u = 2n1n3B(1+Ɛ cos n4τ) f0+f2 cos n4τ + 
-2n2n4Bf2 sin n4τ    (15) 

 
To obtain the maximal amplitudes of displacement, damping in the system is neglected 
(n2=0) and hence the system of equations (15) becomes: 
  

ü+u-υ=0 
    v̈+n1[1+2n3(1+Ɛ cos n4τ)]υ-n1u=f01 +f02 cos n4τ +f03 cos 2n4τ  (16) 

where: 
f01=n1n3B(2f0+Ɛf2), 		f02=2n1n3B(f0+f2),  f03=n1n3Bf2·Ɛ. 

 
Solution to the approximate system of equations is given as [7]: 

 u=A0+A1 sin n4τ +B1 cos n4τ    (17) 
 υ=B0+A2 sin n4τ +B2 cos n4τ     (18) 
 

Respective values of these parameters are:  

 A0=B0=
f01

2n1n3
- Ɛ

2

f02-Ɛf01
n1+n1n3 2-Ɛ2 -n4

2 · m
p
  (19) 

 A1=n4
2 n1+2n1n3-n4

2

2n1n3-n4
2 ·

f02-Ɛf01
n1+n1n3 2-Ɛ2 -n4

2 · 1
p
  (20) 

 A2= n1n4
2

2n1n3-n4
2 ·

f02-Ɛf01
n1+n1n3 2-Ɛ2 -n4

2 · 1
p
      (21) 

 B1=
f02-Ɛf01

n1+n1n3 2-Ɛ2 -n4
2 · 1

p
  (22) 

   B2=
f02-Ɛf01

n1+n1n3 2-Ɛ2 -n4
2 · m

p
  (23) 

where: 

p=m- n1

n1+n1n3 2-Ɛ2 -n4
2,  m=1-n4

2 n1+2n1n3-n4
2

2n1n3-n4
2  . 

Accordingly, the solution becomes: 
u=A0+A1 sin n4τ +B1 cos n4τ = 

 = f01
2n1n3

- Ɛ
2

f02-Ɛf01
n1+n1n3 2-Ɛ2 -n4

2 · m
p

+
f02-Ɛf01

n1+n1n3 2-Ɛ2 -n4
2 · q

p
sin[n4τ+arctgφ]		 (24) 

and  
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υ=B0+A2 sin n4τ +B2 cos n4τ = 
 = f01

2n1n3
- Ɛ

2

f02-Ɛf01
n1+n1n3 2-Ɛ2 -n4

2 · m
p
+ f02-Ɛf01

n1+n1n3 2-Ɛ2 -n4
2 · r

p
sin[n4τ+arctgψ]  (25) 

where: 

 q= n4
2 n1+2n1n3-n4

2

2n1n3-n4
2

2
+1;   r= n1n4

2

2n1n3-n4
2

2
+m2  (26) 

 φ=arctg 1
n4

2
2n1n3-n4

2

n1+2n1n3-n4
2 ;   ψ=arctg m 2n1n3-n4

2

n1n4
2 . (27) 

The impacts of variable stiffness of the shaft steelwork on amplitude of horizontal 
displacements of the skip head under parametric vibration excitations are illustrated in Fig 
3,4. 

Fig. 3 plot the amplitudes of skip head displacement (υ) as a function =0.01; 0.1; 0.5 
expressing the periodically varying shaft steelwork stiffness, given the remaining 
dimensionless parameters n1,n3,n4 of the investigated system (damping n2 has been 
neglected to obtain the maximal displacement values).  
The range of numerical values of parameters n1,n3 and n4 was chosen such that they should 
be relevant and applicable  to typical hoisting installations currently designed and operated 
in Poland [8]. 

In accordance with relevant mining regulations [4, 5], the respective values of 
parameters of the applied excitations considered in the analysis were taken as follows:  B=5 
mm, f0=1, f2= , 

4 Conclusions 

As mentioned in earlier sections, displacements in the conveyance guiding system are 
induced by the conveyance-shaft steelwork interaction forces, which are of key importance 
in the context of fatigue endurance of the load-bearing components in the system.  
Within the framework of endurance analysis, at the stage of dimensioning the magnitudes 
and configuration of all loads acting upon the designed structure should be precisely 
determined. That means that the  physical model underlying the stress analysis ought to 
capture all relevant aspects, including the impacts of varying shaft steelwork stiffness on 
amplitudes of horizontal displacements of the skip components (skip head and bottom 
frame), which were omitted in the dynamic analyses summarised in the works [2, 3]. Plots 
in Fig. 3 and 4 indicate that the omission of variable shaft steelwork stiffness and its 
impacts on skip head displacements is revealed for 0.1 whilst in typical hoisting 
installations currently operated in Poland the values of this parameter are less than 0.01 
(0.01) [8, 9]. 

Thus, that the approach whereby the varying shaft steelwork stiffness and its impacts 
on amplitudes of horizontal displacements of selected skip components (skip head, bottom 
frame) should be omitted in the analysis of hoist dynamics appears to be fully justified and 
merited in practical applications.  
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Fig 3. Selected sections of the plot of the skip head displacement υ() in the function , for n1=3.0; 

n3=0.03; n4=0.2. 
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